
Born in 1991 in Belgium, Clyde Lepage traveled a few years in Europe and got involved in social 
and political struggles before moving to Brussels to start her artistic studies. In 2019, she 
graduated with high distinction from ESA le 75 (Brussels) with a Bachelor's degree in 
Photography.


Her graduation work, Rwanda-ises, was selected to be part of the group exhibition "75 - 
Premiere" at the Palace (Brussels / summer 2019) and the photographic book of the same name 
was exhibited at the Lumix Book Day (LUMIX Festival for Young Visual Journalism in Hannover, 
2020).

 

During the summer of 2020, she was invited in residence at the Cultural Center of Namur 
(Abattoirs de Bomel) for a photographic mission to explore the territory. Her work Perspectives 
tracées, documenting the region between Namur and Liège, was exhibited there in October 2020.

 

Author of poetic or documentary texts, she has also been published, notably in the Magazine 
Soldes Almanach n°05 (2017) as well as in the collection of feminist texts Femzine - Elles te 
parlent (2019).


For now, Clyde Lepage continues her studies at the Ecole de Recherche Graphique (ESA ERG - 
Brussels), where she diversifies her artistic practices: performance, installation, video, sound 
creation.

 

Her performance work Elbows Position (or a feminist response to manspreading) received the first 
prize of the Female Symbols and Urban Space competition organized by the Maison Amazone 
(Brussels), where it was exhibited at the end of 2020. It was also exhibited at the Lama Center 
(Brussels), and was selected to be part of the program STRIDING BODIES: Procession in 
Performance Art (curator Hector Canonge) for INPA International Network of Performance Art in 
December 2020.

 

Her latest project, Grande Perche, is about the ZAD du Testet (Sivens Forest, Tarn, France). 
Inspired by her personal memories and mixing archives, her subject matter oscillates between 
documentation and poetic point of view. The first video from this project was shown at the First 
International Ecoperformance Festival, organized by Taanteatro Companhia (São Paulo, Brazil), in 
March 2021.


Since November 2019, she has been working as an assistant to performance artist Lucille Calmel, 
around a research project supported by FRArt (FNRS National Arts Research Fund) , L'animal que 
donc je suis, which is about performance art with/for/by non-human animals. Within the 
framework of this research, she has presented lectures and co-animated workshops in several 
ESA (Superior Art Schools) in Brussels.


In the summer of 2021, her first photo book, Pazea Sovni, will be published by Yellow Now 
Editions, in the collection Angles vifs. This work will also be exhibited at the 10th Condroz 
Photography Biennial, Nouvelles vagues, in collaboration with the Cultural Center of Marchin.



